Case File 1006
Resident Buckie
1st Visit
We were kindly invited to investigate a residential farmhouse
located near the coastal front of Buckie in the north of
Scotland.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Stefan for his
gracious hospitality. It was a terrific night.
We conducted an initial walk around the property in an
attempt to detect which areas of the farmhouse we should
concentrate on that evening as it was quite renowned for
being haunted and the family have been experiencing several
occurrences of paranormal activity from unexplained noises,
physical sightings of ghosts/spirits and poltergeist activity.
We found two key areas that we wished to focus our
investigation on that night; the living room and the guest
bedroom upstairs.
During the walk-around Maryann encountered an elderly lady
upstairs who would have sat in a rocking chair in her room
knitting. As Maryann described the spirit of the elderly
woman to Stefan a smile crossed his face. This is the lady that
had appeared in the past to others.
Naturally I set up lock off cameras covering this room, to
which at a quick glance look to be quite interesting as there
appears to be some kind of activity in the room with meters
active and some strange noises. Zoey was also our V.I.P
(Virtual Investigator Person) that night, controlling our
robocam.

Zoey reported some light anomalies that were moving in the
room but when I tried to retrieve the footage from the camera
it was corrupted.
I’m not sure what happened there but I suspect that it was
maybe a software issue.
There was not much in the way of EVP captured at this
location, but our main focus was attempting to get a spirit to
interact with our new trigger object.
The idea behind the object stemmed from my theory that if
spirit are energy beings as we suspect then perhaps it would
be easier to interact with a trigger object that was energy
based.
We set up an artificial magnetic field and floated an object on
it (a Buddha head) with faces all around it so we could see the
movement if any were to occur. We ensured that no air or
wind movement would trigger a movement as the object was
stuck fast to the energy field.
Maryann sensed the presence of a female spirit named Mrs
Grant. We also set up a portable light charged by a fully
powered li-ion battery with a battery life of 5 hours.
The thought was to offer an additional power source to help
move the object should the spirit be able to do such a thing as
investigators, including ourselves have reported unusual
battery drain in the past whilst investigating. So we thought
we could try and ask the spirit to attempt to move the object if
possible.
To begin with nothing happened, but slowly the light began to
dim and the head began to spin slightly then eventually gather
some momentum.

We reset the object and i placed a grip plate to centre the
head. We asked again if the spirit would interact with us again
and try the same again?
After some time waiting, the light would completely switch off
and the plate was thrown to the side and the head came
crashing down, but we have since been able to replicate this
effect so unfortunately it was nothing paranormal, but at the
time because the experiment was new we were all on edge at
what had just happened.
Maryann also sensed some children watching us from the
back of the living room but we sadly did not manage to get
much more as time had beaten us once again and we had to
end the investigation to get some sleep in before travelling
down to the west coast again.
Stefan was able validate Mrs Grant as she used to stay in the
house previously but was flung from her horse and died from
her injuries.

